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DOING
IT OUR
OWN WAY
Taking time off their busy schedules, the two top
men of Nadayu Properties sit down for an afternoon
chat. Executive chairman Hamidon Abdullah and chief
executive officer Mohd. Farid Nawawi share with us
their aspirations for Nadayu’s products and customers
as the boutique developer sets out to carve out its niche
in the property development industry since its transition
from Mutiara Goodyear Development. Charismatic
and insightful, the dynamic duo tells us what we can
anticipate from Nadayu.

“Our products are ready to go!”

for use. Whether the project is mid-end or high-end,
apartment or bungalow, our projects come complete
with built-in storage, lighting, air-conditioning, and
kitchen appliances. This enables our residents to move
in quickly without requiring any form of renovation,
which encourages our communities to grow sooner.

Farid
The property that you buy
from us is what we call a
performing investment.
Once you receive your keys,
regardless of whether you
Chief Executive Officer
are staying in the house or
Mohd. Farid Nawawi
renting it out, you can have
the residence up and running immediately because it is
almost fully furnished. As En. Hamidon said, we want
people to move in quickly so that a community will breed
and then integrate the soonest possible.

“Community integration”
Hamidon

Hamidon
One of the main things
that we endeavour to do is
to build and deliver great
quality properties that add
value for our customers.
This is why our recent line
of products comes semiExecutive Chairman
Hamidon Abdullah
furnished. So once you
get your keys, all you need to do is to move right in
with some loose furniture because your home is ready

We strive to distinguish ourselves in the industry by
doing new and unconventional things, especially for our
residents. One of the first things that we think about
when designing our properties is the lifestyle amenities
that are meant to facilitate integration among residents.

To encourage this close kinship, we prefer our
developments to not be too large, but large enough
that it allows neighbours to get together for wholesome
recreational activities.

“Engaging the purchaser”
Hamidon
And what better way for us to begin this communitybuilding than getting to know our own customers first.
Even after our project is completed, we want to know
how our residents are doing. As part of this endeavour,
we are planning some fun events for our existing
communities this year.
One thing that Farid and I have agreed on is that we not
only want to engage our customers after construction is
completed, but also during the construction phase itself.
As we approach the completion of Nadayu28 Bandar
Sunway for example, we are organising site visits for
our homebuyers to allow them to have a first-hand look
at their units and observe how the project is developing.
This is something that is not typically done by developers.
But we want to do this every other month until the
project’s completion. We believe that this will strengthen
our customers’ trust in us to deliver solid properties in a
timely manner; and hopefully in doing so, we will develop
a distinct brand with a good following.
Farid

Farid
We plan for all of our properties to have communal
facilities – a club house or areas where residents
will be able to gather and interact with one another.

When we engage our customers, we invariably put a
name and a face to them. He or she becomes a person to
us, not just a bank loan number, and that is very powerful.
The relationship becomes more personal and the potential
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for a long-lasting, trusting relationship is built. And
it goes both ways because we as the developer also
become a person to the customer. We are not merely
a business that builds and sells properties.

“Building generational trust”

remain with Toyota but you may upgrade to a greater
model. That is the kind of expectation we want our
customers to have with Nadayu. This is something that
we will continue to develop.

“Becoming a boutique developer”

Hamidon

Farid

We believe in our products and want our customers to
share that belief. To us, it is very significant for a young
man to buy from Nadayu today and 20 years later have
his children buying homes from Nadayu too. If we are
able to create and fulfil a distinct expectation for our
products, we will be able to build a trust that spans
generations. We want our customers to stay with us
in the long run.

In terms of company growth, we do not aspire to be as
big as the larger property conglomerates.

Hamidon

We want to be a boutique developer in a race by
ourselves. We feel that we do not need to do what other
developers are already doing – we want to offer our
customers something different. What is important to us
is that Nadayu will find its own new way of doing things
and that hopefully, our customers will appreciate that.

Hamidon
But we will give them a run for their money!
Farid

Farid

HOMEBUYERS’
SITE VISIT AT NADAYU28
BANDAR SUNWAY
O

n 19 April 2014, Nadayu Properties began a
long-term homebuyers’ campaign by gathering
customers and guests for a site visit at the Nadayu28
Bandar Sunway project. The initiative allowed
purchasers to have a preview of their actual units as
the luxury condominium is being constructed and at
the same time provide feedback on the units. The first
site tour covered a total of 12 units on Levels 6 and 7
of Tower 1. According to Hamidon Abdullah, Executive
Chairman of Nadayu Properties, “This initiative is part
of our effort to understand our customers better –
to enable us to build the type of properties that our

customers want, and to keep building them better.”
The new initiative is one that is not commonly done
amongst other developers in the industry and Nadayu
Properties hopes to establish this differentiation
in the market. “We have always strived to do the
unconventional, while still keeping our ears to the
ground for what the market demands. The new ideas
which we are implementing with Nadayu28 and our
homebuyers will be the yardstick for future Nadayu
developments and perhaps even so for the industry,”
Hamidon added. The homebuyers’ site visit will be

Hamidon Abdullah (front centre) and Nadayu personnel pose with the homebuyers

carried out every other month towards the project’s
anticipated completion in March 2015.
Each Nadayu28 unit is delivered to buyers in ready-tomove-in conditions, furnished with all the major fittings,
including wardrobe for all bedrooms, air conditioning
units, lighting, and complete Bosch kitchen appliances
such as cooking hob and hood, fridge, dishwasher,
microwave oven, washing machine, and dryer.
Nadayu28 consists of 411 units with built-up sizes
ranging from 990 to 1,850 sq. ft.

Nadayu Insight | Homebuyers’ site visit at Nadayu28 Bandar Sunway

It is not dissimilar to buying a car. Say you trust Toyota,
so you start off by buying a Vios – at entry level so to
speak. Then throughout your life, you stay loyal to the
brand because there are certain expectations that you
know will be met with them. As you grow older, you will

That’s true! Though on a serious note, we want to be
distinguished by our efforts in creating desirable homes
and lifestyles, and to possibly create a new benchmark
with some of our unique initiatives. We are comfortable
building smaller, close communities; and we will strive
to excel in this regard.
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BEING

THE
BEST

WITH
BOSCH
W

hen Nadayu Properties Bhd and its sister company
Areca Properties Sdn Bhd officially sealed their
lifestyle collaboration with Bosch, it was like doing
business with a trusted old friend. After all, Nadayu
Properties executive chairman Hamidon Abdullah is
no stranger to the top-notch appliances brand, having
worked closely with them for a good 10 years through
Hamidon’s automotive components company EP
Manufacturing Berhad (EPMB). “He’s well-known and
respected within the Bosch fraternity,” says Bosch South
East Asia president cum Bosch Malaysia & Singapore
managing director, Martin Hayes of Hamidon.

Nadayu Properties and
Areca Properties partner up
with Bosch to deliver the one
thing they have in common:

Excellence

The fact that he is also trustworthy cements the
strength of our working relationship.”
Their familiarity aside, the partnership between these
companies was a logical move. In its projects, Nadayu
Properties adopts a holistic approach to sustainability
by offering products that ensure its future residents
enjoy a modern lifestyle of the greatest quality.
Bosch on the other hand is recognised for delivering
consumer products of unparalleled excellence
that come courtesy of energy-efficient European
technology and high-quality finishes. In short, the
two parties share a common practice: delivering
excellence. “It has always been my intent to provide
better value when it comes to delivering homes, and
we achieve this by fitting our homes with high-quality
furnishings,” says Hamidon in reference
to the partnership.
One early example of their alliance began in 2012
when the Nadayu Melawati bungalow show units were
fitted with Bosch home appliances. Later that year,
the success of that little venture would soon see Bosch
home appliances being fitted in all 411 apartment units
of Nadayu28 Bandar Sunway. Designed to appeal
to its buyers, this particular development is furnished
with complete major fittings and appliances, resulting
in a ready-to-move-in condition for each unit.

“Our purpose is to optimise value for money for our
homebuyers. We do the heavy lifting for them so that
they do not need to, hence, the process is hassle-free
for them,” explains Hamidon.
Nadayu28 has been awarded a Green Building
Index (GBI) Gold provisional certification. “We have
always strived to build sustainable projects that
are eco-friendly, thus a formal green status for our
developments is something that we work towards
continuously,” Hamidon shares. He added that
the company aspires to build properties that are
benchmarked against residential projects in developed
cities the likes of Singapore, Sydney and London.
Naturally, it comes as no surprise that the partnership
between Nadayu Properties and Bosch has given
way to a similar collaboration with Areca Properties
by way of its Areca Contempo Homes development
in Cyberjaya. Featuring but the finest quality kitchen
cabinets, cooker hobs and hoods, microwaves, builtin refrigerators and dishwashers, Areca Contempo
Homes is certain to attract interest from discerning
buyers. “Bosch produces honest, non-flashy
products that can last for a very long time,” says
Areca Properties executive director Aidan Hamidon.
“With this partnership, Areca Contempo Homes will
differentiate itself from the market in providing a
complete suite of appliances and add a very desirable
lifestyle component to homes. We are happy to be
powered by Bosch.”
Needless to say, that last sentiment is something that
will surely embrace buyers benefitting from the fruits
of this solid partnership.

A lifestyle collaboration with

Nadayu Insight | Being the best with Bosch

Key executives of Nadayu Properties, Areca Properties, and Bosch
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Trend Spotting

COOLING MEASURES
TAKE EFFECT ON
PROPERTY MARKET
But there are still pockets

of opportunities
to be found

T

he last five years had been a boom for the property
market. Buyers who bought properties between 2008
and 2013 would have probably seen their investments
appreciate by more than 100%. Nevertheless, like any
economic cycle, the market has started to show signs
of cooling off, partly due to measures taken by the
government to curb speculations and return the market
to its normalcy.
Fast appreciation of property value is unhealthy for
the economy as it quickens inflation and widens the
gap between the rich and the poor. Malaysia is facing
a fragile recovery in the West while its biggest trade
partner China is showing signs of slowing down albeit
hopes of a more sustainable growth. Hence it needed
to be on guard to ensure its domestic consumption
remains growing.
In Budget 2014 tabled last year, the government raised
the real property gains tax (RPGT) to 30% for properties
sold within three years. It also raised the value of
property that foreigners could buy to RM1 million from
RM500,000 previously. In addition, banks no longer
could offer loans based on prices that included developer
interest bearing scheme (DIBS), which is usually offered
as a carrot for new launches.
According to Amy Wong, executive vice president of
research and consultancy for CB Richard Ellis (M) Sdn
Bhd, the cooling measures are primarily targeted at
speculators, which make up the bulk of property buyers.
As a result, new project launches are likely to see
a slightly subdued crowd. This, coupled with Bank
Negara’s recent directives for loans to be based on net
selling price (excluding rebates and discounts, DIBS, etc),
would definitely impact the market one way or another,
she said.
Having said that, the measures put new launches at
almost the same level playing field with properties in the
secondary market, of which buyers of the latter do not
get to enjoy DIBS and other such incentives. This should

According to the iProperty.com Asia Property Market
Sentiment Report 2014, affordability remains a major
concern among respondents in Malaysia for the first half
of the year.
From the 6,865 respondents, only 24% intend to buy
a property in the next six months, while 21% are only
looking to purchase in two years’ time.
Kenanga Research, in a report earlier this year, said
affordability has become an issue over the last few years
due to new launches that were priced on the high side.
Nevertheless, it expects demand to return once the
market has adjusted to the cooling measures and people
realise that prices would not come-off. While the pool
of buyers may not be as vast as before, demand will
be concentrated on developers with solid reputation,
branding and the ability to create value, Kenanga
Research added.
Wong of CBRE, similarly, believes that there are still
currently pockets of opportunities in the Klang Valley.
“In the Klang Valley, you would be hard-pressed to find
residential locations with falling prices so I would not
recommend a wait-and-see attitude.
“Once you have identified your target location, do
enough research on the price trends so that you will be
able to spot a bargain when you see one,” she said.
Besides the usual mantra of location, location, location,
Wong also advocates buyers to consider surrounding
amenities and developer’s track record. The MRT project
currently under construction at various parts of the
Klang Valley is also expected to change the landscape
of local real estate.
“The MRT is likely to feature prominently as a key
consideration when purchasing properties. All these
factors would correlate with the eventual purchase
price,” Wong said.
The cooling measures might somewhat slow down
the market but ultimately do not affect genuine house
buyers, especially those buying for own occupation,
she added.

Nadayu Insight | Cooling measures take effect on property market

be able to bridge the gap in prices between both the
primary and secondary markets, Wong said.
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In Location

CHARMING
SANCTUARY

WITH A
LIFESTYLE

Wangsa Walk Mall

Tranquil Taman Melawati
offers a variety of cuisines
and shopping choices

T

aman Melawati has always been known for its
tranquility with lush greens amidst its many hills.
The view changed almost immediately from the
highways and bustling city as we turned into the
charming sanctuary surrounded by trees and quaint
homes with yards. And to imagine this is less than 15
kilometres from KLCC!
Unbeknown to outsiders, Taman Melawati has quite
a lot of options when it comes to eateries and boutique
shopping. At the Melawati Square, there are rows
and rows of shops selling everything under the sun.
The pasar tani opens in the morning, offering fresh
vegetables and fruits, as well as local butchers readily
slicing out pieces of quality meat for customers.
Maybank and CIMB have their branches here, which
offer convenience for residents to carry out monthly
banking transactions.
Among the many shops at Melawati Square is Breadties,
a Western-style deli founded by a group of passionate
young adults. Their dream was simple – open a bakery
that supplies fresh-baked breads to people in their
neighbourhood and with that, Breadties was born in
2011. The timing could not be more perfect as the
boom had started in Klang Valley for cosy cafes serving
gourmet coffee and fresh pastries.

are elegantly displayed on console tables while different
designs of teapots and cups are featured on the shelves.
Two large couches lay at the corner for guests to rest
their feet while waiting to be seated.
Miss Ellie Tea House is famous for their scones and
besides the traditional butter ones, there are options
of chocolate and oats as well. They are served with
homemade strawberry jam, which is not too sweet.
The mains options are simple, ranging from salads to
pastas, as well as sandwiches. The potted chicken with
toast sounded interesting, which turned out to be a cold
dish of nicely flavoured minced chicken that you can
spread on the toast, topped with mustard and
preserved cucumber.
Now to end the meal, it is recommended you try the
pandan panna cota, which is fresh and light, topped
with homemade gula melaka. The crème brulee is
also a favourite here, made with real vanilla pods that
give it the flavour and fragrance. The meal would not
be complete without a pot tea. There are a number of
options to choose from, including Darjeeling, Earl Grey,
Assam Blend, and Irish Breakfast. After a hearty brunch,
it is time to do some shopping. As Taman Melawati is
just a stone’s throw away from the Malaysian Institute

Breadties offers an all-day brunch menu, which
comprises several combinations of bread, ham and eggs,
and comes with a choice of fresh orange juice, coffee
or tea. Our poached eggs with muffin, in particular,
was nicely prepared as the eggs were not overdone or
undercooked. For main dishes, there are more options
including several types of pasta as well as Breadties
cheese burger, chicken chop, black pepper chicken and
piri-piri chicken. Now make sure to leave some room in
your stomach for dessert, as you will be tempted to try
everything available on the counter. The favourites
are the rainbow cake, red velvet and crème brulee.
Alternately, a little off the beaten track from the
commercial centre, head further down to the residential
area for brunch at Miss Ellie Tea House. This little gem of
a café is tucked away on a quiet suburban street, along
the shop lots that consist mostly of the local
kedai runcit and kedai dobi. But once you enter the café,
it is as if you are transported to Cameron Highlands,
where English settings don the interior. Dessert trays

Butter and chocolate scones at Miss Ellie Tea House

Breadties

of Art (MIA), there are a variety of shops selling
stationery, arts and crafts, as well as baking tools. For
daily groceries with a large range of choices, residents
can take a short drive across the highway to the Giant
Hypermarket Hulu Kelang.
An exciting new retail development is currently
in progress in Taman Melawati. In two years, the
construction of the much-awaited Melawati Mall will
be completed. In the meantime, the Wangsa Walk Mall
is just a short drive away and offers almost everything
under the sun – alfresco dining, gym, cinema, bowling
alley and fashion outlets. Plenty to do or see for both
adults and kids and the best part is there is plenty of
parking space so there is no stress in trying
to find a spot.
Taman Melawati is increasingly becoming a place where
people want to live, not just for the peace and quiet to
raise a family, but also for the various lifestyle amenities
that are within easy reach. It is also a short half an
hour drive from the city centre, allowing urbanites
the convenience of commuting to work as well as the
comfort of living so close to nature. You definitely do
not have to go far to enjoy a lifestyle in this selfcontained community.

Nadayu Insight | Charming sanctuary with a lifestyle

Miss Ellie Tea House
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Property Feature

YOUR HOME
IN THE HEART
OF NATURE
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Nadayu Insight| A sanctuary within a sanctuary

Come home to secure serenity, enveloped by
the verdant vibrance of lush gardens and
the surrounding rainforest reserve
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SANCTUARY

WITHIN A
SANCTUARY

Relish in the comforts of modern luxury
amid the splendour of nature at Nadayu62,
Taman Nadayu @ Melawati

T

ucked away in the lush and luxurious Taman Nadayu
@ Melawati enclave, Nadayu62 promises to be
your exclusive personal sanctuary within a sanctuary.
Surrounded by the natural beauty of rolling hills and
tree-lined streets, Nadayu62 offers a modern haven for
you and your family to live amidst the sweet serenity
that only the great outdoors can offer, while still being
in a central location merely 15 minutes away from
Kuala Lumpur city centre.

This is the way Nadayu aspires to deliver its homes –
by producing well-designed residences that are partially
furnished, without the real need for further renovations
upon purchase. Very much like other Nadayu properties,
Nadayu62 is ready for you to move into straight away.
Also another signature Nadayu property DNA:
community integration. At Nadayu62, residents can
take full advantage of a varied range of facilities made
available within the building compound. The selected
lifestyle facilities here include a swimming pool and
wading pool set within a well-kept garden and nearby
playground, a multi-purpose hall / gym room, barbecue
facilities, a surau and even a kindergarten.
Artist’s Impression

Speaking of facilities, Nadayu62’s prime location affords
its residents unparalled connectivity; the Melawati
enclave is just minutes away from major highways
linking you to renowned local and international schools,
shopping outlets, as well as superb recreational and
healthcare facilities. Above all else, location truly is a
contributing factor to Nadayu62’s appeal to the modern
family. This area is surrounded by the alluring Kemensah
Forest Reserve and towering mountain ranges that offer
popular hiking trails and jogging tracks. Nadayu62 not
only presents healthier living through its immediate
access to breathtaking views and rich greenery, it is able
to promote an invigorating lifestyle through the promise
of healthy exercise and communal interaction between
neighbours. It is where you and your family can truly live
life to the fullest in perfect peace.
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Nadayu62, Taman Nadayu@ Melawati is available for sale.

Slated for completion in 2017, Nadayu62 is a gated
and guarded community comprising 182 condominium
units, each one furnished with quality finishes and top
notch appliances for your ease and comfort. But before
you even enter your new home, as you drive into the
compound of this modest development, peace of mind
comes by way of security measures in the form of CCTV
surveillance at the entrance, supported by perimeter
fencing and an RFID card access system at the main
gate entrance for added safety.
As for the cosy apartment you call home, each unit has
been cleverly designed with an open plan that allows
you the flexibility to utilise the space as you see fit.
Measuring a minimum of approximately 950 sq. ft.,
every home here houses 3 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms,
and already comes well-equipped with kitchen cabinets,
built-in wardrobes in all the bedrooms, water heaters
in all the bathrooms, amenities including basic lighting,
ceiling fan and air conditioning units. Better still, the
kitchen is already fitted out with a cooker hob, kitchen
hood, oven, refrigerator as well as washing machine and
dryer for your absolute convenience. In other words,
each Nadayu62 apartment already has all the makings
of a contemporary home even before you move into
your property.

For enquiries, please contact us at:
Nadayu Galleria, No. 1, Persiaran Nadayu 1, Taman Nadayu,
Hulu Kelang 53100 Ampang, Selangor Darul Ehsan.
Tel: +(603) 4147 8888, +(6012) 238 2855, +(6012) 682 6855
+(6012) 790 6682; Fax: +(603) 4147 8889;
Email: sales@nadayumelawati.com

Artist’s Impression
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THE NADAYU CUSTOMER
LOYALTY PROGRAMME
We believe in rewarding loyalty. Thus, with that spirit
in mind, we have developed the Nadayu Customer
Loyalty Programme (NLP) to ensure that our most loyal
customers will always get the best value out of our
products. So we urge all our existing customers to take
advantage of the NLP and its attractive benefits!

Who’s eligible?

What are the benefits?
Special NLP rebate in the form of additional discount on
your next Nadayu property purchase:
Gold (accummulated property value of RM 1.5M and
below) - 2% discount
Platinum (accummulated property value between
RM1.5-3M) - 3% discount

Membership is open to anyone who has purchased
a property from the Nadayu Group of Companies.
It’s that simple!

Titanium (accummulated property value above RM
3M) - 4% discount

The NLP benefits can be enjoyed with the purchase of
properties under Nadayu Properties Berhad only.

On the other hand, immediate family members who
are non-existing Nadayu customers can enjoy a flat
1% discount on their purchase. These NLP rebates are
based on the net discounted price of the property after
the Bumiputera discount, early bird discount and other
rebate and/or promotions, where applicable.
Members will also receive a complimentary newsletter
featuring the latest updates on company news,
activities and member’s benefits.
Interested? For more information on the NLP, forward
your queries to K.S. Chan at kschan@nadayu.com.my
or +(603) 2141 5775.

BEHIND THE SCENES
AT NADAYU

In this issue of Nadayu Insight, we showcase the profile
of one of Nadayu’s key team members – Vincent
Eyu, General Manager of Sales & Marketing. Married
and the proud father of two sons, Vincent holds a
bachelor’s degree in Business Administration from the
University of Oklahoma as well as a Masters of Business
Administration (Marketing) from the University of
Leicester, UK.
We caught up with him for a brief chat on his work at
Nadayu as well as his personal motivations.

“Tell us a little bit about yourself.”
I have been in the property development industry for
over 18 years and have had the opportunity to work with
several leading developers prior to Nadayu. I joined the
Nadayu family in November 2013 and I must say it has
been an interesting journey so far.

Vincent Eyu (right) with his Sales & Marketing team

“Describe a normal day at the office –
what’s your typical work routine?”
I start my mornings early with a cup of coffee and come
up with my ‘to-do’ list for the day. I then check my email
and the sales status.
A large part of my day typically involves management
discussions and meetings with my department
managers. I work closely with our chairman, CEO, and
Project Head on Nadayu’s strategic plans. Evidently,
I am also required to make decisions on various
operational matters concerning departments under my
portfolio. I occasionally head out to our development
sites as well for product-planning meetings with our
Project Managers or to conduct market research.
In the afternoon after lunch, I reenergize myself with
another cup of coffee and take on the task of replying

more emails and signing approvals for my departments’
activities. One of my main agenda is to monitor our
marketing timeline to ensure that the execution of all
marketing plans is in place – this is particularly important
as we have to be quick in responding to active market
requirements and positioning ourselves to grab sales
opportunities where possible.
Before I call it a day, I will start planning for the next day
to be better prepared.

“How would you describe the work
culture within Nadayu?”
In Nadayu, decisions are made rather fast due
to minimal red tape. We also have great potential
for growth as we have a visionary Chairman and a
charismatic CEO who are willing to listen and are
open to new ideas.

“What motivates you on a daily
basis?”
Several things motivate me: passion for my work,
job satisfaction of course, as well as the burning
desire of bringing Nadayu to the next level.

The Estate |
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company is only as good as the sum of its parts.
For Nadayu Properties, their success is owed to
teamwork that springs from inspiring leadership and a
committed and dedicated staff.

In this role, my task is to oversee the company’s
strategic business plan and to steer the achievement
of our sales target. The Sales & Marketing arm is
currently made up of 12 people. As we prepare to launch
four new projects this year, our team will continue to
expand. Apart from this team, I also oversee three other
departments, namely Corporate Communications, Credit
Control and Property Management.

The Estate
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city worth seeing and living

Vincent Eyu
General Manager, Sales & Marketing
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Advertorial Feature

SUSTAINABLE
LIVING IN
CYBERJAYA

Nadayu Insight| Sustainble living in Cyberjaya

Areca Properties strives to offer good
and honest homes to Malaysian
families, beginning with its maiden
project, Areca Contempo Homes
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T

hough still a relative newcomer to the industry,
Areca Properties is set to position itself as an
innovative and niche developer which has crafted unique
landed homes that strategically fill a gap in the current
residential properties market in Cyberjaya.
The sister company of Nadayu Properties, Areca
Properties shares the same philosophy of building
communities and creating lifestyles. “Our development
philosophy is to build good and honest homes attainable
by professionals and young families,” informs Aidan
Hamidon, executive director of Areca Properties. “This
is symbiotic with our aim of developing Areca Contempo
Homes into a successful community with a desirable
lifestyle. But for Areca to be ultimately successful, we
must put our customers first and ensure we provide
them a product that we can be proud of.”
The product in question, Areca Contempo Homes, will
house the first-of-its-kind link villas to match the needs
of home owners who want a blend of nature with
luxury tailored terrace homes. This development is an
alternative to the current high-rise apartments which
Malaysia residents are turning to for close communities,
active security features and common facilities.
This project aims to translate these elements to landed
houses with good lateral spaces and lush landscaping
whilst providing a low density over a large acreage.
Areca Contempo Homes is envisioned to be similar
to TTDI, Bangsar and Damansara Heights’ communities
with updated concepts to supplement today’s modern
lifestyles.
The development is also adjacent to a 45-acre manmade lake, which will be bordered by a 10-metre road
reserve. This reserve will be enhanced with a landscaped
and secured jogging track promoting a green, safe living
environment and a healthy lifestyle.
“Our aspiration is for Areca Contempo Homes to be the
first-of-its-kind, ready-to-move-in terrace homes,” Aidan
enthuses.
Each Areca Contempo Homes unit will be semi-furnished
with necessary built-ins that negates the need for
additional renovation works upon completion – the
homes will be ready for move-in once residents are
given their keys! Each home will also be completely
fitted with top-notch kitchen and laundry appliances
from Bosch and air conditioning system for immediate
ease and comfort.
“We are very excited to tie up with Bosch in this
strategic partnership,” says Areca Properties director

Hamidon Abdullah. “Bosch has a long and proud tradition
in kitchen and laundry appliances and is a leader in this
segment of the Malaysian market. With this partnership,
Areca will differentiate itself from the market in
providing a complete Bosch suite of appliances and add
a very desirable lifestyle component to our homes.”

“So we are delighted that our development plays an
integral role to Cyberjaya’s overall planned community
environment that is demonstrated by its low-density,
high-quality and well-planned residential and commercial
areas, with an abundance of green spaces, lakes and
recreational amenities.”

Each link villa will house 4 bedrooms and 4 bathrooms,
with en-suite baths in all of the bedrooms upstairs. The
master bedroom comes with a unique flexible lanai that
can be closed up to offer additional interior space or
opened as a traditional balcony inviting the outdoors into
the home. Elsewhere, the open front porch is designed
with a shared driveway that enables parking of three to
four cars. Each villa also comes with additional garden
space with most units facing north or south, away from
direct sunlight.

With its various unique features and community-based
facilities, Areca Properties’ maiden project Areca
Contempo Homes is already shaping up to be a grand
addition to the residential developments in Cyberjaya.

The connection between residents and the outdoors is a
purposeful theme played throughout this development.
Overall, Areca Contempo Homes is a gated and guarded
development consisting of 700 units sprawled over
approximately 75 acres of land, 25% of which has
been dedicated to greenery and amenities that include
an integrated sports and function centre as well as a
clubhouse. As Aidan explains, “The pockets of green
space are designed to complement the overall urban
surroundings – providing open and verdant spaces,
including a children’s playground, outdoor seating
and a barbecue place for gatherings with family and
friends. Furthermore, there will be access to a 45-acre
man-made lake, providing our residents with a living
environment that is in tune with nature.”

* Gated & guarded with security centre, perimeter fencing and CCTV.
* Access to a secured man-made and landscaped lake with jogging track.
* Clubhouse with swimming pool and multi-purpose hall.
* Sports centre with tennis, badminton and basketball courts.
* Pocket park and children’s playground.
* Luxury link villas designed with generous garden space with open plan concept
for the interior.
* Open car porch with shared driveway and visitors car park provide ample car
park spaces within the development.
* Ready to move-in with selected Bosch kitchen and laundry appliances, built-in
wardrobes and fully equipped with air-conditioning system.

Areca Contempo Homes is now open for registration via
www.arecaproperties.com.my
Tel: (603) 7734 6673 or 017-908 6763 (Sales & Marketing)

Additionally, Areca Properties has every intention to set
high standards in creating healthy and conducive living
environments for their customers. Efforts are made to
attain official green-rated accreditation, working to apply
sustainable features wherever possible, from the design
of the homes to the landscape of the development.
“Cyberjaya currently has a daytime population of 70,000
people,” Aidan reveals. “With an estimated population of
100,000 shaping up within the next three years, we see
excellent opportunity in providing quality landed units for
this incoming populace.”
The Areca Contempo Homes project aims to target
Malaysian professionals, working expatriates, as well
as young and growing families who are looking to either
upgrade or purchase their first home in Cyberjaya. “We
see Cyberjaya as a strategic location in Klang Valley.
It is coming together at a very exciting time where the
neighbourhood is establishing itself as an attractive
alternative to other established neighbourhoods.”
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